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UNITARY QUASI-LIFTING: APPLICATIONS 
BY 

YUVAL Z. FLICKER1 

ABSTRACT. Let tJ(3) be the quasi-split unitary group in three variables defined using 
a quadratic extension E/F of number fields. Complete local and global results are 
obtained for the o-endo-(unstable) lifting from U(2) to GL(3, E). This is used to 
establish quasi-(endo-)lifting for automorphic forms from U(2) to U(3) by means of 
base change from Uf3) to GL(3, E). Base change quasi-lifting is also proven. 
Continuing the work of [I], the exposition is elementary, and uses only a simple form 
of an identity of trace formulas, and base change transfer of orbital integrals of 
spherical functions. 

1. Diagrams. 
1.1. Introduction. In [I] we arrived at an identity of traces which appear in some 

trace formulas. We compared the trace formulas (in a sufficiently general special 
case) by matching the orbital integrals of the functions which appear. The decisive 
case of spherical functions suggests, by means of the Satake transform, the existence 
of liftings of representations according to a diagram of dual groups which we 
describe in this section. 

There ysill be six arrows in our diagram. Two of them, the stable and labile base 
change maps b' and b" for U(2), have been studied both locally and globally in 
[U(2)]. The third map, i, is simply induction from GL(2) (viewed as a Levi subgroup 
of a maximal parabolic subgroup, modulo center) to GL(3). The new maps are (1) 
the base change map b from U(3) to GL(3, E), which can be studied independently 
of the other maps (this will be done elsewhere); (2) the endo-lift e from U(2) to 
U(3); (3) the o-endo-lift e' from U(2) to GL(3, E). 

In §4 we study the global quasi-endo-lift e in terms of almost all places. A local 
study of e will be given elsewhere. This is based on the complete local and global 
results about the lift e' obtained in §§2 and 3, which lead to a simplification of the 
trace identity [I, (4.4)]. Thus in §2 we assume the transfer of unit elements of 
[I, Lemma (3.4)], and deduce the existence of the lifting e' by means of character 
identities. Since we do not give here a proof of [I, Lemma (3.4)], we show in §3 that 
the eventual cancellation can be achieved without using this Lemma; moreover, we 
show that the image of the lift has an unstable character. Thus to study e' 
completely we need [I, Lemma (3.4)], but we do not need it for the study of e. In §4 
we also show that the quasi-lifting e can be studied without using [I, Lemma (2.7)], 
but by using the (available) [I, Lemma (3.3)] alone. Additional comments are given 
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in §4.5. In §4.6 we recall a method which cannot be used as it stands to prove 

the existence of the unitary quasi-lifting e. In §4.7 we point out the existence of a 

"unitary symmetric square" quasi-lifting from SL(2) to PU(3), analogous to the 

symmetric square lifting [Sym2] from SL(2) to PGL(3). 
1.2. Notations. We now recall the notations of [I], leading to the description of the 

diagram, and motivating the appearance of the various liftings. Thus E/F is a local 

or global quadratic field extension, H is U(2), G is U(3), G' = ResE/FG, H'= 

ReSE/FH; H, G, G', H' are their groups of F-rational points; H, G, G', H' are 

their dual groups; 'f = X 'fv and '¢ = X 'fv are smooth compactly supported 

functions on H(A) (A is for adeles); f = Xfv is a smooth function on G(A), which 

transforms under the center Z(A) by a fixed character -1, and is compactly 

supported modulo Z(A); ¢= @¢v is such a function on G'(A)= G(AE), except 

that X is replaced by ', where '(x ) = X (x/x ), x in A E . The local components of 

'f, f, ¢, '+ are taken to be matching, namely their orbital integrals are related in a 

certain way. At any finite place which is unramified or split in E, we can take the 

component to be spherical. By the Satake transform it can be viewed as a function 

on certain conjugacy classes in the dual group. The spherical components are related 

by maps dual to homomorphisms of dual groups, as follows: ('f, f ) by the endo-map 
A A 

A A 

e: H G; (f,+) by the base change map b: G G'; and ('+,+) by the a-endo map e': H G', which does not factor through the previous maps. Spherical 

functions, which are so related, are matching [I, Lemmas (2.7), (3.3), (3.4)]. 

All modules (= representations) are taken to be admissible of finite length if F is 

local, and automorphic and irreducible if F is global. p denotes an H-module and 

{p} its packet [U(2)]. X denotes a a-invariant H'-module, ST a G-module, TI a 

a-invariant G'-module and K a fixed character of AE/EXNAE, which is nontrivial 

on AX; it appears in the dual group diagram. Induced modules are denoted by 'I(y), 

I(,u), I(r1), I(X). In the local case, if E/F is unramified, then the Satake transform 

parametrizes the unramified modules by conjugacy classes t x a in the dual group, 

where t is in its connected component. Hence fixing a dual group homomorphism is 

equivalent to a definition of lifting for such modules. 
1.3. We now recall the dual group diagram: 

^ b ^ 

G G' 

e t i t N e' 
A 

A A 

H H' < H 

b' b" 

The dual groups are semidirect products of their connected component (denoted by 

a superscript 0), and the Weil group WE/F. If CE denotes EX in the local case, and 

AE/EX in the global case, then WE/F is an extension of Gal(E/F) by CE. WE/F 

can be realized as the group of pairs zai (z in CE; i = 0,1), where (J2 iS identified 

with an element in CF- NE/FCE, and oz = z-a. WE/F acts on the connected 

component through its quotient Gal(E/F). a maps (x, y) in G'° = GL(3, C) x 

GL(3, C) to (ay, ox), where ox = J'x-lJ. (x, y) of H'° = GL(2, C) x GL(2, C) is 
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mapped to (ay, ox), where ox = wtx-lw-l, 

w = ( °1 1 ) J = 1 

Further, G° = GL(3, C), H° - GL(2, C), and a maps x to ox. 
In some cases it suffices to use that form of the dual group which depends only on 

a quotient, for example Gal(E/F), of WE/F. In other cases we need groups of which 
WE/F is a quotient. For example, in the case of the stable base change maps b and 
b", (x; za') is mapped to (x, x; za') (x in G° or H°; z in CE; i = 0,1), and only 
Gal(E/F) is used. However, the unstable base change map b' is defined using all of 
WE/F It maps (x; ZA') to (XK(Z), XK(Z)(-1)'; ZA'). We shall use the study [U(2)] of 
the local and global stable and unstable lifting of H-modules to H'-modules with 
respect to b' and b". 

To define the other maps, we write (a, b, c) for 

'a O' 
b 

\° c, 

'h for 

'a O b' 
0 x 0 if h_ {a bj 

\c O d, Vc dX 
ano 

x(ad - bc) = 1 
Then the endo-map e maps (h; zai) to ('h(K(z), '(Z)/K(Z)2, K(z)(-1)'); za'). Re- 
call that K is a character of CE/NCE, which is nontrivial on CF/NCE. @' is our fixed 
character of CE/CF, defined by '(z)= (z/z). The induction map i sends 
( h, h '; za ' ) to ('h (1, ', (-1)' ), 'h '((-1)i, ', 1); za ' ). Then the square-diagram is com- 
mutative, and we define e' so that the triangle diagram is commutative. 

1.4. Induced. As noted above, the diagram of dual groups homomorphisms is 
equivalent to a diagram of liftings of unramified modules, or modules induced from 
unramified characters of the diagonal (minimal Levi) subgroup, when E/F, K and X 
are unramified. In the case of H, a character of the diagonal has the form 
(a, a-l) F > M(a) (a in EX); the corresponding (unitarily) induced module is denoted 
by p = 'I(y). On G, a character of the diagonal whose restriction to the center is X is 

given by (a, b, a- l) ,u(a)(X/,u)(b). The associated unitarily induced G-module is 

denoted by I(y). I(71) denotes the G'-module unitarily induced from the character 7 
of the diagonal subgroup Ex xEX XEX of G'; the restriction of N to the center Z' 
is taken to be '. Now our diagram asserts the following. Put i for y(x) = y(x). 

LEMMA. b maps I(,u) to I(,u, ',i/,u, ,i-1), e maps 'I(,u) to I(K,U), e' maps 'I(,u) to 
I(M, @'EA/M, ii-l), i indicates induction: the H'-module T maps to the G'-module I(X), 
b' maps 'I(,) to the H'-module 'I(,u, ,i-1) X K and b" maps 'I(,/1) to 'I(,/1, M-1). 
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The Lemma deals with the case where E/F, K and X are unramified, but the 
result is valid under no restriction, in the following sense. Using the definition of 
matching of functions, and the standard computation [D] of characters of induced 
modules (and the twisted character of I(N) when N is a a-invariant character), it is 
easy to check that when ( f, f ), ( f, 'f ) and (¢, '+) are matching (see [I]), and (qr, II), 
(ST,p) and (TI,p) are induced modules related by the Lemma, then trsr(t)= 
tr II(+ x a), tr qT(f ) = trp('f ), tr Il(+ x a) = trp('+). Similar statements hold with 
respect to the maps b', b", as discussed in [U(2)]. These relations in the induced case 
give a hint to be pursued in the general case. 

2. The a-endo-lifting e'. 
2.1. Quasi-lifting. Given the above notion of local lifting in the unramified case, 

we can make a general definition of global lifting. 
DEFINITION. Let J, J' be a pair of groups as above (H,G, etc.) for which the 

local notion of lifting is defined in the unramified case. If sr = X 7ru and sT' = X sru 
are automorphic J- and J'-modules, and qrv lifts to qrv for almost all v, then we say 
that ST quasi-lifts to sT'. 

In some cases it is possible to define the strong notion of global lifting, in terms of 
all places. This has been done in [U(2)] in the case of the base change liftings b' and 
b". The map i is simply induction. Our aim in this section is to study the local and 
global lifting in the case of the a-endo-lift e'. This, or the alternative approach of §3, 
will be used in §4 for the study of the quasi-endo-lift e, and the base change lift b. 

2.2. Characters. Our study of the lifting is based on the Harish-Chandra theory [H] 
of characters. The method of [H], although stated only in the nontwisted case, 

implies that if I I ( f x a ) is the convolution operator IG /Z + ( X ) TI ( X x ) d 'x, then 

we have 

PROPOSITION. Given an admissible irreducible o-invariant G'-module rI with central 
character ', there exists a locally integrable function X' on G', which transforms by ' 
on Z', and is smooth on the a-regular set, such that trTI(¢ X ) is equal to 
Jx(x)+(x) d 'x (x in G'/Z', d 'x is a Haar measure) for all +. 

The obvious analogue holds in the nontwisted case, with fI(f X a) replaced by 
qT f f ). Also we use the Weyl integrution formula. In the twisted case it asserts 

| X'(X)f(x)d'x = ,[W(T)] 1J El\'X'(t^)F(t^,¢)dt. 
Gt/Zt T T/Z b 

T is taken over a set of representatives for the stable conjugacy classes of tori in G. 
It is then viewed as the a-centralizer of a a-regular element whose norm is in T, and 
in this sense the integral is taken. /\'(t) means /\(Nt); Nt in T is an element of G. 
The inner sum ranges over B'(T/F); thus tb is taken over a set of representatives 
for the o-conjugacy classes within the stable a-conjugacy class of t. There is no need 
to write out the nontwisted analogue. 

2.3. Local lifting. We now begin the study of the lifting e'. Our first aim is to 
study the local lifting. For that we fix a global totally imaginary extension E/F 
whose completion at w is our local quadratic extension. Let Pw (see [U(2)]) be a 
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discrete-series Hw-packet (a packet of discrete-series2 Hw-modules). At two finite 
places v = u, u', say u splits and u' does not split in E/F, we choose supercuspidal 
representations Pv- Let V be a finite set containing w and the places which ramify in 
E/F, but no infinite places. It is easy to see (using the trace formula) that there is a 
cuspidal H-module p whose components at w, u, u' are the given ones, which is 
unramified at all finite v outside V, and its components at the v in V are all discrete 
series. We choose a sequence { tv; v outside V } so that p makes a contribution to the 
sum in the trace formula, which is associated with '+. Then the trace formula of 
[I, Proposition 4.4], asserts 

rl trI(t; ¢t) x ff ) = rI tr t pV}(/+v) + 2 E H tr7tV(tv)-E n( p ) n tr{ Pv}(fv) 

The products extend over the finite places in V. {Pv} are the packets of the 
components of our p. By [U(2)], p lifts via the stable base change map b" to an 
automorphic H'-module . Rigidity theorem for G' (see [JS]) implies that I(X) is 
the only contribution to the terms involving f in the Proposition of [I, (4.4)]. The 
terms I(y) do not appear due to the condition at the split place u. Moreover, since 
u' is a nonsplit place, and the character of {Pu } (namely sum of characters of the 
members in the packet) is nonzero on the elliptic set, we may choose '¢", supported 
on the regular H",-elliptic set with tr{p",}('+",) + O. Then the matching f", can be 
chosen so that its stable a-orbital integrals are 0. Namely we can take f" = ° and 
fu = O- Consequently 

(*) rl trIt Tv; fv X a ) = t1 trt Pv } ( fv) 

2.4. We can repeat the same discussion with an automorphic H-module p' which is 
unramified outside V, its components at all finite v + w in V are in the packets 
{ Pv }, and at w the compotlent is induced. In this case we obtain the identity (*), in 
which the product extends over all finite v + w in V. Since there are 'fv supported 
on the regular set, with trt Pv }('fv) + O, we conclude the following 

PROPOSITION. Suppose that Tw is the stable base change b" lift [U(2)] of an 
irreducible Hw-module Pw Then for any matching fw and 'fw, we have 

trIttw;fwX a )=trtPw}(fw) 

This is shown above for induced and discrete series Pw, when w is a nonsplit finite 
place. The case of the one-dimensional Hw-module follows at once, as its character is 
a difference of the characters of an induced and a special module. Moreover, the 
Proposition holds also when EW/Fw is C/R, and {Pw} is unitary. It suffices to 
consider discrete series Pw, and take F= Q and an imaginary quadratic E. Repeat- 
ing the proof of (*), the Proposition follows in this case too. 

2An admissible irreducible C,,.-module sr,, is called square-integrable, or discrete-series, if it has a 
coefficient f(g) = <sT,,(g)V, v') which is absolutely square-integrable on C^./Z,,., where Z^. is the center 
of C,... 
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3. Alternative approach. 
3.1. Instability. In the proof of the Proposition in §2.4 we used only the 

a-endo-transfer [I, Lemma (3.4)] of the unit element +° in the Hecke algebra of G' 
to the unit element '+° in the Hecke algebra of H; and the transfer of spherical 

functions with respect to e': H G', which follows from the statement for (f°, '+°) 

by a method of Clozel [Cl], as in [Sym2]. This is needed only at places where E/F, 
K, @ are unramified. At the other places it suffices to transfer functions supported on 
the regular set, and this is easily done. 

We shall now give an alternative approach, whose purpose is to show that the 
character of I(sw) is an unstable function, namely that trI(w; fw x a) depends only 
on 'fw. We shall not use [I, Lemma (3.4)], and conclude that complete local, and 
some global, results about the endo-lifting e can be obtained without using any 
knowledge of the a-endo-transfer of [I, Lemma (3.4)]. It is useful to record the 
results of Keys [Ke] concerning the reducibility of induced G-modules. 

3.2. Reducibility. Suppose that E/F is a nonarchimedean quadratic extension, 
and v is the valuation character v(x) = lxl on EX. y is a unitary character, and s a 
real number. As I(yvs) is equivalent to I(y-lv-s) we may assume s > O. There are 
three cases in which an induced G-module is reducible [Ke]. Then the composition 
series has length two (since [W(A)]= 2). We now denote by y a character of Ex 
which is trivial on FX. The cases are 

(1) If M3 + @', then I(y) is the direct sum of tempered non-discrete-series 
G-modules denoted by sr+ and qJ-. Namely the condition for reducibility is that the 

restriction to A n SL(3, E), of the character (a, b, a-l) ,u(a)(X/y)(b) which 

defines I(y) (thus b = a/a), is nontrivial. 
(2) I(yKvl/2) has a nontempered component sr,x and a discrete-series component 

7Ty,+ . 

(3) If X = 83, and y = 8/S for a character 8 of E1, then I(yv) has the 
nontempered one-dimensional component 7T(yV), and the Steinberg square-integra- 
ble component sp(yv). 

()therwise the induced I(yvs) is irreducible. 
3.3 [U(2)]. We shall also make use of the following result of [U(2)]. A local module 

is called elliptic if its character is nonzero on the elliptic regular set. 

PROPOSITION. (1) If T is an elliptic or discrete-series a-invariant local or global 
H'-module, then its central character is trivial on CF. (2) Such T is the base change lift 
of a unique elliptic or discrete-series H-module p, either through b' or through b", but 
not both. 

A proof of (1) in a more general context is given in [GL(n)]. 
The second statement here implies, in the global case, that if I(X) is the only term 

on the left side of [I, Corollary (4.4)], then precisely one of the sums involving 'f and 
'+ on the right is nonzero, and it consists of a single term. 

Note that the elliptic (local) p are the one-dimensional, special and supercuspidal, 
and also the components of a reducible tempered induced H-module, which make a 
packet. 
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3.4. We shall now prove a special case of the Proposition in §2.4, but without 
using the transfer statement of [I, Lemma (3.4)]. 

PROPOSITION. Let fw be the stable base change lift of the elliptic Hw-module P 
Then trI(^rw; fw X ) = O if fw matches tfwS and tfw is 0. 

PROOF. We deal with the one-dimensional case first. Let p be a one-dimensional 
H-module, and X its base change lift. Then p is associated with an induced 
'I( v1/2 ), and X with I( v1/2, yV -1/2 ). We choose 'fw = O, so that '+-O, and no 
term involving '¢ appears in the trace formula [I, (4.4)]. We choose a sequence { tv } 
so that our I(X) is the only contribution associated with +. The only other possible 
terms in [I, (4.4)] are of the form tr1r(t). The local components of any such X are 
almost all of the form I(yal/2). In any case, we conclude that for any v + w, if 
trI(w; +,,, x a) + O then trI(U; fv x a) depends only on fV More precisely, there 
are G,,-modules ,, and complex constants ct qr,,) with 

trI(uS fv X o) = E¢C(STv)tr7Fu(fv) 

for all matching A,, fV Taking such functions whose orbital integrals are supported 
on the conjugacy classes of the (a,b,a-1), lal + 1, the Deligne-Casselman [C] 
theorem implies that 

trI(Tv)A(fuA X a) = EC(U)trXuA(fuA) 

where tIs, STA denote the Jacquet modules of fIS to (see [Sym2, §2.4]) with respect to 
any parabolic with Levi subgroup A, tensored by 8-1/2, where 3(a, b, a- l) = 1al2 

(resp. 8(a, b, c) = 1a/cl2) is the modulus function on G (resp. G'), and fUs trA are 
functions on A, A' defined by 

fvs(a, b, a- l) = la 1| | fv(k lank) dn dkS 
K N 

fJA(a, b,c) = |a/cl| | fv(ak lank) dndk. 

K N 

Since the functions trss fVA are arbitrary, and the Jacquet module I(TV)A consists of 
a single (increasing) a-invariant exponent, we conclude from the fIarish-Chandra 
finiteness theorem [BJ], and linear independence of characters on A, that on the 
right there should be a single sTv with nonvanishing nonunitary SJVs and then STrs 

should consist of a single exponent which lifts to I(TV)A Here we used the fact (see 
(3.2)) that if the irreducible STt1 and sTv' have nonunitary characters in 7TvA and 7Tvs 

which are equal, then vrv and vrv are equivalent. Hence our 7rv is a subquotient of 
I = I(yvl/2). But I is irreducible (see §3.2), hence sTv = I, and 1Trs has two 
exponents, one increasing and one decaying. This contradiction establishes the 
proposition when Pw is one-dimensional, hence also when it is special. 

To deal with the supercuspidal Pw, it suffices to construct a cuspidal p with this 
component, and a component Pv which is special. If 'fw = O we conclude as above 
that trI(U; ft} X ) depends only on tv7 where , is the stable base change lift of paJ 
This contradicts the previous conclusion in the special case, as required. 

It is clear that taking F= Q we obtain the above conclusion also in the 
archimedean case. 
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4. The quasi-endo-lifting e. 
4.1. Cancellation. The above results concerning the a-endo-lifting e' can be used 

to simplify the identity [I, (4.4)] of trace formulas. First the terms trI(X; f X a), 
where X is a stable base change lift of an H-module p, are cancelled with the terms 
tr{p}('¢). Indeed, if a discrete-series {p} base-changes to a discrete-series , then 
n(p) = 1 according to [U(2)]. When n(p) + 1, it is equal to 1/2, and p is of the 
form p(8) in the notations of [U(2), p. 721] (where the symbol is actually qT(8)). 
According to Proposition 1 there, p(8) lifts to an induced H'-module = 
I(S'lc, @''lc), where @', @" are distinct characters of CE/CF related to the character 8 
(of CE X CE). There is no need to elaborate on this result. We simply note that the 
trtp}('¢) with n(p)= 1/2 cancel the trI(71; f X a) with 71 = (Ic@',IC@",y) (where 
KIC2@'@" = @'), as these appear with coefficient 1/4. 

There remains trI(y, '¢), which depends on '+. I(y) lifts via e' to the G'-module 
I(y, , @'/y2). If ' + K3 then we obtain a cancellation with the term 
trI((y, ', H); f X a), which also appears with coefficient -1/8. If ' = K3 then we 
obtain a partial cancellation, which replaces the coefficient -3/8 by -1/4, in the 
twisted side of the formula. 

4.2. Identity. So farwe eliminated all terms which depend on '+. Let us record 
those terms which are left. We denote by y any character of CE trivial on CF. Put 

q>1 = E rl trIIv(¢v X a), 4>2 = E rl trI(v X ICV; ¢V x ). 

In 4>1 the sum is over all (equivalence classes of) a-invariant discrete-series G'-mod- 
ules. In ¢?2 the sum is over the a-invariant discrete-series H'-modules T which are 
obtained by the stable base change map b", namely X X Ic is obtained by the 
unstable map b'. Further, 

¢3 = E rl trI((K, ', y"); fv X a) (distinct , ', y"), 

and 

¢4 E [l trI((lcK, , IcK); fv X a ), 4>5 = E rl trI((y, y y); fv X (J ) 

On the other hand, we put 

F1 = Em(qT)tltrqrv(<U)- 
q7 

The sum is over equivalence classes ST in the discrete spectrum of G. They occur with 
finite multiplicities m(qT). 

F2= E ntr{pE,}(fv) 

P+p(H,'H) 

The sum ranges over the automorphic discrete-series packets of p of H, which are 
not of the form p(@, '@). In this case n( p) = 1 (see [U(2)]). 

F3= E rltr{Pv}(fv) 
P=P(8.'@) 
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561 Here the sum ranges over the packets p = p(S,'@), where @, @' and w/0'# are 
distinct. In this case n(p) = 1/2. 

F4 = m (tlK) tltrI(Mv8, fv) + 2 E f|tr 'I(yv, tfv) 

F5 = Em(y) Il trI(ItX, tv) (K = @ ) 

F6 = Em(y) ntrR(yv)I(yv gt,)-E ntrt Pv } (/fv) 

P 

In F6, the first sum is over all y with 3 + @'. The second is over the packets 
p = p(@,@/82), where 83 + @. We deduce from the identity [I, (4.4)], of trace 
formulas (which follows from the computatiorls of Arthur, and Clozel, Labesse, 
Langlands in the twisted case, as in [Sym], the following 

PROPOSITION. The identity of trace formulas takes the form 

4>l + 24>2 + 44?3-S¢4-4¢5 = F1-2F2-4F3 + -F4 + 4Fs + 4F6. 
4.3. Simplification. To simplify the formula we first note that the normalizing 

factor m which appears in F4 and Fs can be evaluated as a limit. It is equal to -1. 
The representations I(yv X,,), I(MV) of G(F,,) in F4 and Fs are irreducible, and the 
Lemma in §1.4 asserts the following. In the notations of F4 and ¢4 we have at each v 

trI(yv, tfv) = trI(yvKv, fv) = trI((KvYv yv KvYl); ¢'v X o ) - 

In the case of Fs and 4>5 we have 
trI(yv,f.,) = trI((Kvyt))Kv);+v X a). 

Hence ¢4 = -2F4 and 4>5 = -FsS and these terms are cancelled in the comparison of 
the Proposition. Moreover, since we are working under the assumption that the 
orbital integral ¢(fv) is supported on the elliptic set at some place v, we can 
conclude, in our case, that these terms are equal to 0. Indeed, the G-modules in F4 
and Fs are irreducible, and their characters are supported on the split set. 

The normalizing factor m(y) of F6 can be shown to be equal to 1, and F6 can be 
shown to be equal to 0, but this will not be done here. However, it is clear from the 
Lemma in §1.4 that p = p(H, @/S 2) with 0 3 + X quasi-lifts to I(y), where y = 
8 ° NE/F- In any case the trace identity takes the form 

PROPOSITION. We have 

¢1 + 2¢2 + 44?3 = F1-rF2-4F3 + 4F6. 
We repeat that this identity holds for matching functions fv, tv, 'Av at all v, under 

the assumption that the orbital integrals of some component vanishes on the regular 
split set. The terms consist of products over a finite set of places, and at most one of 
the terms on the left is nonzero, consisting of a single nonzero representation. We 
conclude 

4.4. THEOREM. Every discrete - series automorphic H-module p with an elliptic 
component quasi-endo-lifts to an automorphic G-module. 
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As noted in [I], this is a sharpening of a theorem of Kudla [Ku], formulated in the 

language of modular forms. A related result is given in Gelbart and Piatetski-Shapiro 

[GP] by means of a different technique. 
PROOF. It is clear from the Lemma in §1.4 that if p appears in F3 then there is a 

nontrivial term in ¢3, but if p appears in F2 then there is a contribution in ¢2. So we 

apply the identity with a function f so that the suitable 4? is nonzero, and such that 

'f is 0. Indeed, if IIU is the component at u of the unique term II on the left, then 

trTIu(fu X a) is nonzero, and depends only on the stable orbital integral Of fu 

namely on the stable orbital integral Of fu which is supported on the nonsplit set. 

We can take fu with ¢(fu) supported on the regular nonsplit set, with vanishing 

unstable orbital integrals. Namely the orbital integrals Of tfu and consequently 'fu 

itself, can be taken to be identically 0. Hence 'f is 0, so that F2 = F3 = F6 = O, but 

the left side is nonzero, hence the right side is nonzero. Hence F1 + 0, as required. 

4.5. REMARKS. Note that the same proof implies that for every ST which appears in 

F1 there exists a a-invariant II (with a-stable components in the terminology of 

[U(2)]), so that ST base change quasi-lifts to II, and for each such II there exists a ST 

with this property. 
One case of the Theorem which is particularly interesting is that of the one-dimen- 

sional H-module, which quasi-endo-lifts to G-modules ST whose components almost 

everywhere are nontempered. Such ST may have finitely many supercuspidal compo- 

nents, hence be cuspidal, and make a counterexample to the generalized Ramanujan 

hypothesis.^This will be discussed elsewhere (see [U(3)]), together with the complete 

local and global endo-lifting and base change lifting. 

TEle Theorem is proven here for discrete-series H-modules with at least one elliptic 

component. This includes the case of classical and Hilbert modular forms. The fact 

that we make one restriction only is due to the identity of trace formulas for global 

functiions with at least one component whose orbital integrals vanish on the regular 

split set; this is proven in [Sym, §4.3], by elementary means. The removal of the 

restriction at the last place requires additional efforts, and will not be done here. The 

proof of the trace identity for functions with two elliptic components is easier; see 

[Sym, §4.1]. 
4.6. Different tack. Theorem 4.4 deals with the quasi-endo-lifting e from U(2) to 

U(3). The proof is via the theory of base change, and uses in addition to the rigidity 

theorem for GL(3) only the local base change transfer of spherical functions from G 

to G'. At the remaining finite number of places we work with a function which 

vanishes on the (a-) singular set. These functions are easy to transfer. We do not use 

the endo-transfer of [I, Lemma (2.7)], although this will be needed for the local 

lifting. 
One may like to prove Theorem 4.4 by stabilizing the trace formula for U(3) 

alone, using [I, Lemma (2.7)], and setting fu = 0, namely choosing Ju with vanishing 

stable orbital integrals, so that the terms 4> are 0. Then, choosing discrete-series p, 

for example in F2, one would like to assert that by the rigidity theorem for 

H-packets [U(2)], there will be a single contribution in F2. But if F2 + 0 then 

F1 + O, and there exists ST such that p quasi-endo-lifts to qT. 
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This argument does not work since there are infinitely many places where E/F 
splits, and there the dual-group homomorphism e takes (a, b) to (a, 1/ab, b). Since 
only conjugacy classes matter, and (a,1/ab,b) is conjugate to (a,b,1/ab), this 
conjugacy class in G = GL(3, C) is obtained also from the conjugacy class (a, 1/ab) 
in H = GL(2, C). Hence, using the spherical components of f at almost all v it is 
not possible to deduce that the components of p at almost all v are fixed; it is 
possible to say that at any split v the component Pv has only finitely many 
possibilities. This makes it a priori possible for infinitely many p, and we need only 
two, to appear in F2. But these may cancel each other, so that one cannot deduce 
F2 + O. What makes the Theorem work is the comparison to GL(3). 

4.7. Unitary symmetric square. Let E/F be a quadratic extension of number 
fields. Put H= SL(2). If qTo is an automorphic H(A)-module, then for almost all v 
its component qTov is the irreducible unramified subquotient of the Hv-module Io(yV) 
induced from the character 

(O a-l) ' Yv(a) (a in Fv ) 

For almost all v, the component IIV of an automorphic PGL(3,A)-module II is 
similarly associated with the representation I(ylV, y2Vy3,,) (unitarily) induced from 
the unramified character (lVy2tey3v) Of the upper triangular subgroup. Here 
1t,y2t,y3t,-1. In [Sym2] it is shown that 

LEMMA. Given such rO (in fact, with an elliptic component if it is cuspidal), there 
exists rJ as above with rI v in I(y ,,, 1, y-vl) for almost all v. 

Note that qTov in Io(yV) is represented by the conjugacy class (O ̂ °), with 
a/b-,u,,(X) in the dual group H= PGL(2,C), and IIv= I(y1t,,Y2v,Y3v) by the 
class of the diagonal matrix (y1,,(X), 2U(@) 3U(@)) in the dual group M = SL(3, C) 
of M = PGL(3). The lifting of the Lemma is compatible with the three-dimensional 
symmetric square representation Sym of H on M, which maps (a, b) to (a/b, 1, b/a) 
(see [Sym2]). Hence we denote II of the Lemma by Sym(qTO), and name it the 
symmetric square lift of qTo 

Recall that the connected component G° of the dual group G of the projective 
unitary group G = PU(3) is also SL(3, C). Given an automorphic H(A)-module qTo 
we wish to find an automorphic G(A)-module qr, to be called the unitary symmetric 
square US(rO), whose local components are defined by those of qTo and the map 

Sym: H G°, for almost all v. Thus, when v splits E/F, Gv is PGL(3, F,,), and 

US(qTo)) is I(yv 1 y-vl) if qTov is Io(yV) If v stays prime in E, the induced 
unramified Gv-module I(yv) is parametrized by the conjugacy class of (y,,(X), 1,1) 
X a in G = G° X <a). In this case, STov = Io(yt,) determines (y,,(X), 1) in H, hence 
(y,,(X), 1, yv(X)-1) X a in G, which is conjugate to (yv o N(X), 1,1) X a, and 
US(qTo2) is I(KV ° N). N denotes the norm map from E,, to Fv. We now assume the 
availability of all liftings used below under no restrictions at any component. We 
leave to the reader the task of specifying those cases where the proof is already 
complete. 
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PROPOSITION. Given an automorphic H(A)-module rO, there exists an automorphic 
G(A)-module qT = US(rO) whose component is US(rOv) for almost all v. 

PROOF. We follow the arrows in the following diagram: 

Sym 

[()(y)xlo(y)orlo(,uoN) 1(y 1 H.-l)XI(H. 1 -l)orl(yoN,l,yu-loN) 

On SL(2, E) On PGL(3, E) 
BC T T BC 

us 

10 (y) On SL(2, F) I(,U, 1, ,u-l) Or l(,U ° N) On PU(3) 

Base change theory for GL(2) implies the existence of an automorphic SL(2,AE)- 
packet SToE whose local components are obtained from those Io(yV) of qTo as 
indicated by the vertical arrow on the left (they are Io(y2) X Io(y2) when v splits, 
and Io(y} o N) when v stays prime). The Lemma implies the existence of an 
automorphic PGL(3,AE)-module Sym(qTOE), whose components are as indicated by 
the tc)p horizontal arrow for almost all v. If a(g) = Jtg-1J is the automorphism of 
GL(3, E) which defines U(3), then it is clear that for almost all v we have that 
Sym(qTOE)v is a-invariant. Hence Sym(qTOE) is a-invariant by the rigidity theorem for 
GLf n ) of [JS]. The E/F-base change result for U(3) noted in §4.5, implies that there 
exists an automorphic G(A)-module qT(G= PU(3)) which quasi-lifts to Sym(qTOE). 
But ST is the required US(qTo) as it has the desired local components for almost all v. 

It will be interesting and may have interesting applications to verify the 
existence of the local unitary symmetric square lifting by means of character 
relations between representations of SL(2), and bar-invariant PU(3)-modules. This 
was the point of view which we took in a letter of 1983 to Professor Langlands. 
There we defined a suitable norm map of stable conjugacy classes. Further, we 

computed the trace formula for PU(3), twisted by the bar-automorphism g g = 

a(g) = Jtg-1J; this is standard, as the rank is one. The required transfer of orbital 
integrals of spherical functions is available (see [Sym2]) at a place v of F which 
splits in E. It is not yet available at inert v. The important case is that of the unit 
element of the Hecke algebra. But we have not pursued these questions. 
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